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Get your facts first, then you can
distort them as you please.
-Mark Twain

Secure-a-Seat
Task Force at
Work
Jessica Kennedy
~ MTU Lode whaaat

Based upon the wildly
popular new parking
regulations, word has
it that a new Secure-aSeat Task Force will be
looking for ways to deal
with the soaring cost
of supplying students
with seats in classrooms
by shifting these costs
from the general fund
to cash-strapped Tech
students.
Students, already struggling to scrape together
enough money to survive the “Tech Experience” without incurring
so much debt that it is
likely to negatively impact their ability to cover final burial expenses,
are somewhat wary of
the new program.
see Solid Gold Toilet Seats on
back

Surviving the First Week of Class
Olivia “El Gringo” Zajac ~ Daily Bull
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Pic o’ the Day!

The joke is too easy. Make it yourself.

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Studio Pizza Actually Tastes As Good As
Our Ads Say! Those Other Pizzas Don’t!
www.thestudiopizza.com

Haha, better hold off buying those hockey tickets!
It’s depressing ‘cause it’s true!

482-5100
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the previous class gets out.
Seriously. Calm the fuck down.
Most professors show up a
few minutes late anyhow. Hop
of the previous Prof’s dick and
give him and his class some
breathing room.
Ladies, there is really no point
in dressing cute. It’ll last for
a week, maybe, and most
people will just think you’re a
try-hard wanting to get boned
at an exponentially increasing
speed. Mini-skirt and heels?
You are aware there are hills
and wind, like, everywhere,
right? Let’s be honest, most
of you are probably not in
tip top shape. I won’t use the
term snow cow. Wait, yes I will.
Snow cows, please be sure
to properly cover everything.
Everyone is aware there aren’t
a whole lotta girls up here, but
please, do everyone a favor
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and keep your cooch where
it belongs.
Figure out where your classes
are ahead of time. I understand
Tech is relatively small and
that there are only so many
buildings. But every now and
then, Tech likes to play the
game “Fuck your Schedule”
by changing the location of
your class from Fisher to the
Forestry Building or the back
of the M&M the night before
classes start. Be prepared.
Respect the TAs. Now, I was a
TA before, and it was great experience and all, but that whole
taking 19.5 credits and working
two other jobs really made me
hate my life, and by extension,
slowly hate everything around
me. I had students that would
track me down in the library
when I was doing homework
to try and get me to give them
the key to the homework. Remember, TAs are overworked
people too. Just remember
that most of the time we’ve
been here forever, and we
also control your grades. We
can effectively screw you over
hardcore, should you chose
to not be nice to us. And that
is no way to start off your first
week, now, is it?

Students who try to avoid paying the proposed seat fee by registering exclusively for online
courses will be assessed a special thumb tax each time they check their Facebook account,
tweet, fall asleep, or throw up while fast-forwarding through the last forty lectures they
cleverly avoided.
Students who choose to avoid going to class entirely can participate in the new student
rental program called ZipNerd. ZipNerds will be placed at strategic locations around campus
and can be identified by finding a bit of adhesive tape on the bridge of the their glasses,
clashing plaids, or saggy white socks.
Students will be able to secure the services of a ZipNerd simply by offering to hang out
with them for a while. In exchange, the ZipNerd will sit in on a class and submit whatever
assignment is required. The ZipNerd program is sure to be popular but Task Force members
are quite certain there will be enough ZipNerds to go around.

Local Area Woman Diagnosed with Strange Disease
BIG O ~ Daily Bull

HOUGHTON, MI- A local area woman, who will not be named, has come down with a strange
disease that has baffled science. The disease is being called Computerscience-itis, and as of
right now has no cure
The woman, whom has been ranked as a solid 9, 11 on the tech scale, suddenly came down
with a weird disease. It started slow; the woman was suddenly interested in nerdy things
instead of shopping and dancing. However as time went on, she developed tastes for Anime,
WoW, LoL, games, computers, and eventually computer science.
The changes were not just mental. The woman also began to grow larger, rounder, grew a
neck beard, oily hair, zits, and her breasts lost all manner of attractiveness. We’re not even sure
if she’s still a woman because nobody wants to check.
All told it is said that the disease is not contagious. But it’s possible that it could be, just that
by the time it got contagious, she was already hanging out with all CS majors anyway, and
thus couldn’t infect them. Nonetheless, it is best advised that if you see any CS majors, to stay
away as they may infect you with the disease.
Scientists and engineers are working around the clock on the viris. Some are working to stop
the current virus and reverse it’s effects on the poor local area woman, while more still are
looking to make a similar virus as a weapon (?) that can turn people into all manner of things,
from CS majors, to super models, and back again.

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication is
printed on. We would also like to thank the Student
Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper and
toner costs. And our vuvuzelas.
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Under one proposed program, students who wish to have the highly-desired prime seating
near the back of the classroom will have to secure a forehead barcode tattoo from University
Delusions verifying that they have, indeed, paid their annual seat tax in addition to their tuition,
inactivity fees, new parking fees, other fees, fees we haven’t thought of yet, and fee fees.

What your TA is thinking.

Only time will tell us what’s in store for these frightening developments. Be wary, Tech Students!

